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This spring, we began an exciting new
chapter in the proud, 118-year history of

Beta Tau. Construction started, bringing fresh
energy and activity to the A Commitment to

Beta Tau Excellence: Honoring Our Past ~

Securing Our Future campaign. With work-
men on site since January, we are making
extraordinary progress. The renovation proj-
ect was strategically divided into two phases
to work around the active members while
school was still in session, and ensure com-
pletion by the start of the fall semester. 

Phase 1 Nearly ComPleTe
Phase 1 of construction was ongoing through-
out the spring semester and focused on the
new suite-style rooms on the west half of the
Shelter. The undergraduates’ enthusiasm was
palpable as they watched these new rooms
take shape, and the suite-style rooms were the
first selected during the room sign-ups that
took place in April. As you read this, phase 1
of construction is wrapping up, keeping us on
schedule for the remaining construction.

summer PlaNs
As classes wrapped up at the end of spring
semester, the undergraduates made final
preparations before leaving the Shelter.
Rooms were cleared and furniture moved into
storage so that the second phase of work
could begin on the remainder of the Shelter.
Construction crews have already completed
the majority of the demolition work, prepar-
ing the rest of the Shelter for much-needed
improvements. 

New plumbing and electrical systems are in
progress, along with the work for our new fire
safety system. Existing spaces are being trans-
formed to create more usable areas on each
floor, and the entire house will receive an over-
all facelift. Even with the unexpected need to
abate significant amounts of asbestos and addi-
tional mandates from the fire marshal, con-
struction is progressing and we remain on
schedule for completion by August 1. 

Once work is completed, the Shelter will be a
much more versatile, efficient, and inviting
place. It will meet the needs of the next gen-
eration of Delts and ensure that we stay com-
petitive on the UNL campus.

WhaT remaiNs To Be DoNe
While construction progresses, we are still in
need of your support. Approximately 20% of
our brothers have made a contribution to this
essential work at Beta Tau. We are deeply
grateful for this support, but must ask for an
even greater level of involvement in order to
meet our $1.5 million goal and ensure that the
chapter is not overly burdened by debt fol-
lowing the completion of the project. 

Your gift to Beta Tau can be made today or
spread over five years by outlining the sched-
ule that works best for you on the enclosed
pledge form. Together, we can extend the tra-
dition and excellence of Delta Tau Delta at
the University of Nebraska.

Fraternally,
Paul engler ’47
Honorary Campaign Chairman

alex Wolf ’00
House Corporation President
(402) 343-3862
alexander.wolf@koleyjessen.com

Construction Moves 
Ahead on Schedule
Nearly $1.3 Million Committed, but Your Support 

Needed to Reach $1.5 Million Goal

To prepare for renovations, House Corporation

members Tom Wolf ’62 and Jim Loach ’67 

help Treasurer Kyle Hampton ’09 load the 

final items from the Shelter into storage.

The living room is cleared out 

and ready for renovations.

The dining room ceiling is exposed 

to make room for new plumbing, electrical, 

and fire-safety systems.

Michael Zoerb ’01, John Salistean ’74, 

and Chapter President Daniel Grossman ’09

tour the Shelter during renovations. 



We are deeply grateful to the brothers who have pledged over $1.2 mil-
lion to A Commitment to Beta Tau Excellence: Honoring Our Past ~

Securing Our Future. This generosity demonstrates that these alumni and
undergraduates recognize the importance of ensuring the future of the Beta

Tau Chapter. Commitments are still needed from our alumni to achieve our
goal and complete this major project. If an error has been made in recording
your gift, we sincerely apologize. Please contact our campaign coordinator
with corrections at (785) 843-1661.

ThaNk you, loyal BroThers, 
for CoNTriBuTiNG $1,273,376

robert manley society
($100,000 and above)
Robinson Family Gift

Rob Robinson ’75
Scott Robinson ’06
Matt Robinson ’09

Stuckey Family Gift
Harold Stuckey ’58
Michael Stuckey ’80
Robert Stuckey ’81
John Stuckey ’86

founders society
($50,000 to $99,999)
Emanuel Family Gift

Nicholas A. Emanuel ’76
Francis Emanuel ’78
James Emanuel ’79
Alan Emanuel ’85 

The Stigge Brothers
Byron Stigge ’64
Russell Stigge ’66

Wolf Family Gift
Arden D. Wolf ’28
John A. Wolf ’60
Thomas E. Wolf ’62
Thomas A. Wolf, M.D. ’94
Alexander J. Wolf ’00

Paul F. Engler ’47
Brian C. Hamilton ’68

1894 society
($40,000 to $49,999)
Tomsen Family Gift

Charles k. Tomsen ’53
C. Andy Tomsen ’78
Gunnar N. Tomsen ’98
Nicholas A. Tomsen ’03
Dustin Schoff ’06
Max Anderson ’10

leadership society
($30,000 to $39,999)

Beta Tau society
($20,000 to $29,999)
Ebers Family Gift

Jerry A. Ebers ’60
James C. Ebers ’63

Ensz Family Gift
James H. Ensz ’63
Robert B. Ensz ’65
Gary R. Ensz ’69

Eveland Family Gift
Al Eveland ’73
Scott Eveland ’77

Hove Family Gift
Andrew C. Hove ’53
Peter C. Hove ’80
Dr. Thomas A. Graul ’82

Meyer Family Gift
Peter C. Meyer ’78
Spencer T. Meyer ’05

Olson Family Gift
David C. Olson ’52
Samuel P. Olson ’55
In memory of
Carl W. Olson ’26

Sutter Family Gift
Lanson Sutter ’78
Andrew Sutter ’04

Roger D. Sack ’54
David C. Bunkers ’76

Delta shelter society
($15,000 to $19,999)
William C. Schwartzkopf ’70

husker society
($10,000 to $14,999)
James Loach, Epsilon Omega’67

Allen Family Gift
Fred E. Allen III ’52
Fred E. Allen Iv ’80
Charles H. Allen ’84
John T. Allen ’06
Stephen Allen ’11

Richard C. Tooley ’53
Michael C. Tooley ’55
Dale D. Hallock ’68
Bryan S. Gustafson ’76
Daniel L. Lindstrom ’79

Jeff Strohmyer ’79
Mark A. Hartman, M.D. ’83
Scott Samway ’91
Carson G. Wright ’94
Patrick Hastings ’99
Brent R. Stricklett ’03
Henry N. German ’04
Matt J. Dinsdale ’05

The Good Delt society
($5,000 to $9,999)
Engelbert Family Gift

Timothy J. Engelbert ’81
David A. Engelbert ’83
Alan E. Engelbert ’84
Patrick J. Engelbert ’88

Pitner Family Gift
Mark Pitner ’80
Michael Pitner ’10

Melvin B. Engler ’48
Tito Millan ’50
Robert W. Hasebroock ’51
Ted Simonson ’52

In memory of
Richard “Sim” Simonson ’49

Benjamin Neff ’54
Jack Clark ’55

In memory of
Bob Cook ’54

John W. Madden III ’56
Mark R. Spurgin ’66

In memory of
Tom Rutz ’65

Homer M. Buell ’68
Mike Baldwin ’73
Robert C. Fricke ’74
John Salistean ’74
Mark D. Goodrich, D.v.M. ’75
Michael P. Ripp ’76
Rob Downing ’86
Jason J. Carpenter ’96
Travis Wright ’98
Michael Zoerb ’01
Mitch Anderson ’02
Nathan R. McIntire ’02
Andrew J. Grondek ’04
kenny Edwards ’11

CamPaiGN sTaTus aT-a-GlaNCe
As of June 1, 2012

Goal 
$1.5 MILLION

WriTTeN
CommiTTmeNTs

$1,273,376

NumBer of
CoNTriBuTors 

285

NumBer of 
aCTive alumNi 

1,248

View from the front foyer looking toward 

the president’s room.

The vending area adjacent to the kitchen 

will become two public ADA restrooms.

The freshman bathroom has been gutted 

in preparation for renovations.



royal Purple & Gold society
($2,500 to $4,999)
Emerson Family Gift

Larry C. Emerson ’73
Cliff L. Emerson ’73

Jenkins Family Gift
Dean Jenkins ’53
Mike Jenkins ’83
Carter Jenkins ’90

The Neil Brothers
Chris C. Neil ’86
Daniel S. Neil ’94

Gene E. Lightner ’51
Brien E. Hendrickson ’52
Donald G. Erway ’54
Leonard Lindgren ’54
Richard H. Bond ’55
Richard G. Arneson ’56
Richard J. Hove ’57
Bruce A. Bullock ’64
Richard A. Miller ’64
Wallace C. Weekes ’64
Bruce A. Christensen ’65
James M. Williams ’65
David M. Minette ’66
vernon R. Broders ’71
Gary L. Settje ’71

In memory of
Thomas Rutz ’65

Dr. Terry Zuerlein ’78
Col. Michael D. Eisenhauer,

M.D. ’82
John Owen ’82
Bryan J. valencia ’85
Mitch Grady ’85
Dave Dannehl ’86
Jim Saalfeld ’86
Douglas M. Carr ’87
Mark D. Drake ’92
Jason E. Grennan ’92
Leon Thomas ’95
Jeremy R. Ferguson ’96
Brock R. LaSure, M.D. ’96
David kavanaugh ’98
Nick Reynolds ’99
John J. Meuret ’00
Craig B. Goodrich ’01
Philip C. McCormick ’01
kaylee and Adam J. Stahr ’01
Dan S. Schwarzlander ’03
Noah M. McClain ’04
kirk S. Ramsey ’04
Jacob E. Bachman ’06
Samuel M. Peshek ’10

Brotherhood society
($1,000 to $2,499)
Anonymous
Allene D. Skalla

In honor of
Fred E. Allen III ’52

John Romohr, Gamma Chi ’71

In honor of
Sam Romohr ’06

Ryan D. Caldwell, Theta Kappa ’98

Rollo v. Clark Jr. ’37
In memory of
Rollo v. Clark Sr. ’15,
Bayard T. Clark ’17,
Robert C. Middlebrook ’38,
and Ralph W. Clark ’09

Herbert A. Saxton ’50
George W. Regan ’52
Richard L. Grant ’53
Robert W. Serr ’53
Richard G. Geier ’54

In memory of
Rae Geier

Adam “Dick” Trupp ’54
Harry F. Dingman Jr. ’55

In memory of
James E. O’Halloran III ’56

Roger k. krhounek ’56
James D. Murphy ’56
Donald E. Cross ’59
Hal Hoppe ’59
Ronald C. Moyer ’60
John P. Martin ’61

In memory of
Jim Hansen ’61

Leslie C. Hellbusch ’65
William G. Tooley ’65
Dan W. Peterson ’66
Edward L. Brandt ’68

In memory of
Randy Draper

William kramer ’68
Chuck Balduff ’69
Bob Bergeson, D.D.S. ’69
Dean G. Winchell ’69
G. Lee Glenn ’70
C. John Guenzel ’72
Mike McGinn ’72

In memory of
Patrick McGinn ’67

James R. Minarick ’73
Jon C. Baumann, D.D.S. ’76
Mark A. Stadler ’77
Robert S. Woodruff ’78
Joseph J. Stone ’81
Dan J. Hofmeister Jr. ’84
Mark A. Nelson ’85
Christopher A. Pippert ’85
Bryce G. Johnson ’85
Douglas J. Shonka ’86
Eric F. Marsh ’88
Mark A. McDonald ’88
David Zauha ’88
Jason Pinkall ’90
Matthew J. Bailey ’94
Travis W. Brandt ’94
John D. Hain ’94
Michael Johnson ’94
kirk kluver ’94
Jeffrey A. knox ’94
David J. Maloley, D.D.S. ’94
Mark A. Roth ’94
kris van Meter ’94
kris S. Flammang ’95

In memory of
Blake Nedrow ’95

Chad B. Mariska ’95
kristopher M. volker ’95

Ryan Stowe ’96
Cory J. Ostermeyer ’97
Brendan J. Gustafson ’98
Nicklaus Hansen ’98
Thomas C. Maloley ’98
Brian J. Schenk ’98
Bradley J. Carpenter ’99
Seth A. Carlson ’00
Andrew S. Danielson ’00
Charles R. Fraass ’00
Luke M. Francis ’00
Nathan D. Gilson ’00
Nathan M. Green ’00
L. Tyler Laflin ’00
John D. Marshall ’00
Hagen D. Schafer ’00
Robert A. Soukup ’00
Matthew S. Ellis ’01
kyle R. koehler ’01
Matt C. Larson ’01
Aaron J. Martens ’01
David P. Offner ’01
Chad D. Doerneman ’04
kyle J. Hammond ’06
Christopher A. Himes ’06
Samuel M. Romohr ’06
Paul J. Bauer ’07
Nicholas Carlson ’07
Calvin D. Drey ’07
Jordan T. Emanuel ’07
Daniel T. Gill ’07
Ryan A. Heimbuch ’07
Matthew E. Isham ’07
Reed J. Janousek ’07
Andrew keithley ’07
Tyler Sadlo ’07
Grant R. Sitzman ’07
Jesse M. Smith ’07
Robert H. Swanson ’07
Alex G. Young ’07
Brandon Akert ’08
Sean Bjordal ’08
Ryan Bones ’08
Ryan Brown ’08
Ryan Clark ’08
Brian Elsasser ’08
Cole Grams ’08
Nick Grams ’08
Tanner Hohlen ’08
Derek Jess ’08
Alex Spanel ’08
Thomas Stadler ’08
Zach Weiderspon ’08
Nico Bohm ’09
Daniel Grossman ’09
kyle Hampton ’09
Darr Jenkins ’09
Brian Jerina ’09
Andrew LaGrone ’09
Cale Neverve ’09
Collin McWain ’09
Jordan kugler ’11
George Lee ’11
Tyler Petitt ’11

A view of the concrete pad in the laundry room

where the old boiler used to sit. In removing 

the boiler, an underground fuel tank that 

served as a secondary fuel source was 

discovered. The tank needs to be drained 

and removed, adding additional 

expense to the project.

New sink fixtures, flooring, wall finishes, 

toilet partitions, and showers will be 

installed in the second-floor bathroom. 

After uncovering all of the plumbing, 

we found some pipes that have been leaking 

for years which will now be repaired. 

The stairwells on the west side of the house 

will receive new rubber stair treads and 

risers, new handrails, and the walls 

and ceilings will be repainted.
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Q: What are some of your favorite memories
from your undergraduate years?
a: My favorite memories come from the unplanned
and spontaneous events that happened while I was
living in the house; those memories that can make
you just start laughing when no one else is around. I
also have some great memories from our Monday
night chapter meetings when we would tell stories

from the previous weekend. It always seemed like you found out way
more than you ever needed to know.

Q: how long did you live in the shelter?
a: Three years. 

Q: What are your thoughts regarding the ongoing renovations to the
shelter?
a: I am proud and grateful to everyone who was able to contribute to the
project, and I am excited to see how the renovations turn out. I think the
upgrades will not only affect the current undergraduates, but I think it will
also immediately impact the marketability of the Shelter during recruit-
ment.  

Q: What motivated you to support Beta Tau?
a: This was my chance to give back to an organization that gave me the
leadership experience and confidence I needed to secure my first job out
of college and set me up for future success. When you’re in the house dur-
ing school it is easy to take the experience for granted, but as college
comes to an end you start to realize how much you miss being able to
spend time with your friends and how valuable the time really is. My hope
is that the renovations to the Shelter will make it possible for future Delts
to have some of the same experiences I did in college.

Q: Why do you think it’s important to support the chapter?
a: I just think it is important to give back in any way you can, whether
through time and service or financially. For most of us, Delt was much
more than just a place to live. We can’t forget what ties us all together. By
supporting the chapter now we are providing a foundation for future
Delts, their friendships, and memories.

Alumni Reminisce on Their
Undergraduate Years

Brothers Support Beta Tau to Provide Opportunities to Future Members

Q&a with andrew sutter ’04

Q: What are some of your favorite memories
from your undergraduate years?
a: I would say  just hanging out with the guys. The
social events were definitely fun and I have a lot of
good memories from those, but some of my favorite
memories  come from just hanging out at the
Shelter. Room 006 and 210 were the best because they
had the space to put a couple of couches and have a

group of guys hanging out. That’s why I think the renovation is so great; the
suite-style rooms will allow a better space for the guys to spend time build-
ing those lifelong friendships that we were fortunate to experience.

Q: how long did you live in the shelter?
a: I lived in the Shelter for four years, although it seemed a lot shorter. It’s
crazy how fast the time goes. I just hope the current undergraduates live this
experience to the fullest because it will be over before they know it.

Q: What are your thoughts regarding the ongoing renovations to the
shelter?
a: I think the upgrades and renovations are awesome! They are definite-
ly needed and will make the Delt experience that much better. I have been
able to check out the progress the last couple of months and I am so excit-
ed to see the finished product!

Q:  What motivated you to support Beta Tau?
a: I support the chapter and specifically this project because I feel very
fortunate to have had the Delt experience. Some of my best friends came
from the chapter and I wouldn’t have ever met them without this oppor-
tunity.  I want to make sure others are given the same opportunity to build
friendships that will last a lifetime. The fraternity experience also taught
me a lot of lessons that I have put to use since graduating. I feel the expe-
riences I took from living in the Shelter were just as important as the
classes I took and they helped prepare me for the real world.

Q: Why do you think it’s important to support the chapter?
a: It’s important to support the chapter because it is our responsibility to
make sure Delta Tau Delta not only continues, but it also thrives at UNL.
We were fortunate to have the Delt experience and now we need to give
back to make sure others get the opportunity to experience it as well.

Q&a with michael Zoerb ’01

stephen allen ’11*
Nebraska City, Neb.

(Grandfather fred
allen iii ’52, Father
fred allen iv ’80,
Uncle Charlie allen
’84, Brother John
allen ’06)

Will Bachmann ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

Drew Barnhart ’11
Charlotte, N.C.

Taylor Buel ’11
Overland Park, Kan.

Nathan Day ’11
Lees Summit, Mo.

James epp ’11
Bonner Springs, Kan.

Jason eversoll ’11
Aurora, Colo.

Bryce ficken ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

matthew Goering ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

mark hugo ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

hunter Jones ’11
Overland Park, Kan.

keaton klein ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

Jordan kugler ’11
Papillion, Neb.

George lee ’11
Papillion, Neb.

spencer lindley ’11
Omaha, Neb.

Nick morrison ’11
Ramsey, Minn.

Welcome, New Members
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Taylor mortensen ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

elliot Nobbman ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

ryan Peters ’11
Overland Park, Kan.

Tyler Petitt ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

lucas sand ’11
Excelsior, Minn.

seth synovec ’11
Auburn, Kan.

Taylor Tvrdy ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

Nick Waldron ’11
Omaha, Neb.

matt Ward ’11
Lincoln, Neb.

Troy Willett ’11
Mission Viejo, Calif.

hunter Winkler ’11
Omaha, Neb.

Chapter Transformations
It has been an exciting past few months at Beta
Tau. The ongoing renovation has served as a
constant reminder of the support we’ve received
from our generous contributors. Our newly ren-
ovated Shelter will help our summer recruitment
tremendously. We’ve had our fair share of chal-
lenges this year, but we have come together to
make Beta Tau stronger and better than ever.
From academics to alumni support, our mem-
bers are working tirelessly to make sure the
chapter remains competitive on campus.

improving academics
We are working extremely hard to increase our
academic presence in the Greek community and
on UNL’s campus. Our overall G.P.A. stands at
3.11, which ranks us 11 out of 24 among frater-
nities on campus. Executive Scholarship
Chairman Jake reid ’10 is working with
National to establish new study programs with-
in the chapter to help keep our G.P.A. on the
rise. “Grades are the reason that we are here, and
Delt is here to help the cause,” Jake said.

m*a*s*h  event Brings in $3,700
We recently hosted our annual M*A*S*H phi-
lanthropy, raising nearly $3,700 for the local
veterans of Foreign Wars. The entire undergrad-

uate chapter worked throughout the night to
make the event a success.

Chapter receives Court of honor
Lincoln was fortunate enough to host the Delta
Tau Delta Western Plains Division Conference
in February. Our members listened to various
speakers and experienced many workshops that
focused on chapter and life improvement. Beta
Tau was presented with awards that praised our
alumni relations, membership retention, and
highlighted our outstanding recruitment. We
were also presented with the Court of Honor,
which is given to the chapters that score in the
top 20% of the annual Fraternity Awards/
Accreditation Report that each national chapter
must complete. This report highlights every
aspect of our chapter, both internally and exter-
nally. We were extremely excited to get this
award and hope that we can get in the top 10%
next year.

Greek Week events
We had the pleasure of participating in Greek
Week this year with Alpha Chi Omega sorority
and kappa Sigma fraternity. Our members, both
old and new, participated in many events, such
as an outdoor Greek Olympics and a Battle of
the Bands competition.

Campus involvement
Our members are involved with many clubs and
organizations on campus, including College
Republicans, Scarlet Guard, and Delta Sigma Pi
Business Fraternity. We also have several mem-
bers involved in intramurals athletics. Our soc-
cer team did a great job this year and made it to
the playoffs. 

Continued alumni support
As always, our alumni continue to show their
support with the renovation and by helping our
members network for their post-college lives.
When the renovation is completed this fall, I

hope to see many alumni at the rededication and
look forward to meeting everyone. This is a new
beginning for Beta Tau and we are working hard

to make sure the future looks as
bright as ever.

Fraternally,
Daniel Grossman ’09
Chapter President 
president.delt@gmail.com

members Work to make Chapter stronger than ever
Undergraduates Thankful for Alumni Support

Alex Klein ’14, Nate Kosse ’14, Austin Gurley ’14,

Jake Salomons ’14, and Connor Tiefenthaler ’14

ski at Keystone Resort over winter break.

The men of Beta Tau gather for the M*A*S*H 

philanthropy house announcements.

Jordan Kugler ’11 and Lucas Sand ’11 

after a club baseball game.

stay Connected

Beta Tau Chapter
www.nebraskadelts.org

e-mail
nebraskadelts@gmail.com
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Address Service Requested

as part of the recent move out of the Shelter
to make way for construction, andrew

laGrone ’09 made an inter-
esting discovery as he
packed up materials from the
historian closet in Pledge
Hall (the historian closet is a
broom closet that has served
as a make-shift storage space
for old pictures, composites,
etc.). To his surprise, Andrew
found a badly discolored
document, entitled House
Dedication, that appeared to
be from the 1950 Dedication
of the newly constructed
house at 715 N. 16th Street.
It includes the signatures of a
number of alumni who
attended that dedication, including Beta Tau’s
first pledge, robert manley 1894.

Discovering this historical gem covered in
dust and poorly preserved was further
reminder of how inadequate the current stor-
age space was in the house for historical mate-
rials such as this. As many of you are already
aware, a new Historian Room will be added

during the renovation to organize and preserve
Beta Tau’s proud history in a secure and tem-

perature-controlled space.
This new room will allow
our alumni to visit the
house and reflect upon
some of the great times they
had with their brothers
within the walls of the
Shelter. 

The house dedication docu-
ment discovered by Andrew
has also inspired the under-
graduates and project leader-
ship to prepare a similar doc-
ument to be signed by all of
those in attendance at the fall
alumni reunion. We strongly

encourage each and every one of you to join us
September 28-29 as we celebrate the rededica-
tion of the newly renovated Shelter and to sign
a house rededication poster much like Robert
Manley did in 1950. Once done, the house ded-
ication and house rededication documents will
be framed and proudly displayed at the house,
as a testament to the history of Beta Tau and the
alumni who have so staunchly supported her.

Preserving a Piece of 
Beta Tau History

Look inside for
Shelter renovation 

pictures!

Two walls were removed to make an open group

study area in the freshman hall study space.

Save the Date
2012 annual alumni Weekend 

and house rededication

alumNi BaNQueT
friday, september 28

Cocktails at 6:30 p.m.
Dinner at 7:30 p.m.

More details to come
RSvP to michael Zoerb ’01

at mwz10@yahoo.com

alumNi TailGaTe/
house reDeDiCaTioN

saturday, september 29
Beta Tau Chapter House (715 N. 16th)

Open House (Cash Bar and Food) 
from 2 p.m. – 7 p.m. 

Rededication Ceremony at 4 p.m.

Alumni, we value your input in 
membership selection. Send your 
recruitment recommendations to:

Nico Bohm ’09
nicobohm@gmail.com /  (308) 293-7777

kenny edwards ’10
kenwards@huskers.unl.edu /  (402) 862-5317

Greyson ostrander ’10
Greyson_o@yahoo.com /  (402) 525-2725

DTD
recruitment 

recommendations


